Learn Hypnosis & Hypnotherapy Double Edition: Volumes Four & Five
Further Collected Works & Therapy in Action

This book is a double edition comprising of
Volumes Four and Five of the Learn
Hypnosis
&
Hypnotherapy
series
(previously released as Becoming a Brief
Therapist series). Volume Four is a
collection of articles, papers and answered
questions that delves deeper into my
approach to brief therapy and hypnosis.
This volume covers how to adapt what you
know to a variety of situations and to move
beyond just doing techniques into
mastering the art of brief therapy and
Ericksonian Hypnotherapy. Volume Five is
a transcript of a full Hypnotherapy session
that includes an ongoing analysis to explain
what I am doing and why moment by
moment. The aim of the session is to
improve the clients artistic abilities.
Volume Five brings together and
demonstrates many of the advanced skills
and techniques contained within the
preceding four volumes.
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